
Vlad and I stood at the windows lining the walls of our command center in the South Tower of the

citadel. The mists of yet another dimensional shift were clearing, the sensors showing us the layout of a

massive city beyond the mountains to the west. I turned to Vlad.

“How do you want me to handle this?”

“Your new role as emissary should be sufficient. You have your orders. You know what I am

looking for.”

“Yes, Master,” I bowed to Vlad before backing from the room and heading down the stairs to the

flight deck. I walked briskly across the worn cobblestones at the stone spiral staircase base in the short

corridor between the tower and the open launch bays. 

Since all of our commercial and civilian aircraft had been left behind in our home dimension as

they were outside the range of the machine that had thrust us unwillingly into trans-dimensional

traveling, we only had fighters available. And Vlad’s flyer. However, no one took that out. He was

specially shielded, so the engines didn’t affect him. One of the others was routinely refitted for

ambassadorial missions such as this. After all the different dimensions we had visited and the battles

we’d fought, we couldn’t afford to lose even one of these precious flyers permanently for this purpose.

In this particular case, the decision held risks, but we had nothing else. We’d had no response to

our attempted communiqués with the local authorities, which meant one of two things — either they

were not accepting visitors, or our communication systems were just not compatible.

I turned left at the double arched doors that led into the large covered area where the flyers were

kept. It held ten fighters ready to go with the rest of them parked up to be deployed if needed after this



group was in the air. Nine of the aircraft were deserted with no activity around them. The tenth was

alive with technicians and a supervisor. I aimed my steps in his direction, calling out to him as I neared

the controlled chaos.

“Hey, Tig, is it all done?”

He turned to me in his Security Commander’s uniform, raising mischievous red eyebrows above

sparkling green eyes. “Yeah, just about. You ready?”

“Yeah,” I replied, patting myself down. I had my dress uniform on at least. “How do I look? Any

creases?”

“Pretty awful. Yeah, there’s a crease between your eyes!”

Scowling, I aimed a playful slap at him. “Seriously, do I look okay?”

“You look fine, Troy.” A voice I hadn’t expected to hear came from behind me, and I turned to

see her in full battle accouterment, long dark hair held back in a ponytail that swung side to side in time

with her steps as she approached us, her dark eyes sparkling. A second Battlemaid followed, her blonde

hair spiky like the battle uniform she wore.

“Pril, Senia, you came.”

“Of course we came. Couldn’t let you go on your first emissary mission without making sure you

knew what you were doing. After all, you just got this job.” Pril responded.

I scowled at her. “Is that all?”

“No, I had this, too.” She came close, wrapped an arm around my neck, and pulled my lips down

to hers. A sweet kiss, full of promises, I savored the taste before I released her. “There’s more when

you come back,” she added softly in my ear.

“I’ll be back, I promise,” I told her quietly, straightening the emissary sash.

“Okay, come on, you two. It’s not like you’re gonna be away from each other for three weeks.

You’ll probably get the second half tonight, Troy.”

I turned to Senia, a grin on my face. “What, you’re jealous? Surely your Security Commander can



wrangle five minutes for you later.”

Senia gasped. “Is that all you think we—”

“No, of course, he doesn’t! He’s just jealous because Tig will be spending time with both of us,

and he’ll be all alone!” Pril interjected

“That will change when I get back, believe me! I’ll get pressies for both of you. Then we’ll see

who’s spending time with who!” I defended my actions.

“Okay, hate to break in on your little farewells, but it’s time,” Tig responded, grabbing Senia and

pulling her to his side. I smiled at the chuckle that hid just beneath his words as I turned to him.

“All right, let’s get this show on the road. Tig, are you sure everything is ready?” 

I walked under and around the fighter, checking to make sure all weapons had been removed.

Although it was still a fighter, and I believed it couldn’t be mistaken for anything else on sight, this

flyer had been converted into a diplomatic plane, and I wanted to make sure she carried no armaments

before I took to the air with her.

“Of course it is, but you’ve got one more visitor.” I turned back to Tig, raising my eyebrows as I

looked in the direction he pointed.

I immediately snapped my feet together, standing to attention by habit, receiving a scowl for my

actions, and I grinned as he approached. Built like a bull, Roseng had been Battlemaster until I joined

the military, retiring to take on the role of Training Master when Tig and I entered the forces. His gruff

mannerisms made sure everyone knew exactly what he required of them — whether as Training Master

or as Battlemaster.

“Troy, I’m not the Battlemaster anymore. You are.”

“I know that, Pa—”

“Don’t ‘Pa’ me in front of the troops! I’m Roseng down here.”

“Yes, sir!” I grinned at my foster father. “Is there anything specific you came for?”

“No, just making sure everything is as it should be.” He paused before continuing. “Now, I know I



don’t have to tell you to be careful, but if I didn’t, your mother would make mincemeat out of me, so

here it is. Be careful. You’ll be on your own out there. There’ll be no backup, no rescue.”

I scowled at Roseng. “Trust in your training. I know what I’m doing. I know there’s no backup or

rescue. I’m only going to secure trade agreements, not provoke a war or anything like that. I’ll be fine.”

Roseng grinned. “Your training is the best I can give you. I know that. But if I hadn’t checked,

Bettrick would have found out and been cranky.”

I couldn’t help but hide a smile at the thought of my foster mother, still protective as a hen over

her brood of chicks. I stared at him with what I hoped was a serious expression on my face.

“I’ll be fine. I’ll do everything by the book. Just as you taught me.”

His eyes turned serious. “I know you will. But remember, their book might be different from

ours.”

Roseng returned my gaze for a long moment before crushing me to him. Even at my age, his

embraces were overwhelming, and I grunted as my lungs were compressed. I remembered as a child,

Roseng’s bear hugs had always knocked the wind out of me. I guess some things never change.

“I’ll be fine.”

“I know that. Just — be careful.”

“I will. I have to go.”

“Yes, of course you do.” He stared at me as though it would be the last time he saw me, then

stepped further back, nodded, and headed out of the launch bay. I stared after him for a long moment

before turning back to Tig.

“Okay, let’s do it.”

I walked over to the fighter and climbed up the side into the pilot’s seat. Tig followed me up and

checked the canopy seal as I fastened the safety harness around myself. Running through the checklist

with him, I fired the engines up as the launch bay doors opened above me, ready for the tilt-rotors to lift

my craft off the deck.



I maneuvered the fighter up through a series of loops that took me over the citadel’s spires and the

stronghold's blocky towers attached to it. None of the newer buildings had come through the shifts with

us — only the stronghold and the citadel itself.

The citadel had been built in the Dark Ages, and its weariness showed in the scars on its

battlements and the darkness of the stone itself. However, it still held its magnificence, and of all the

citadels I had visited with my predecessor, I still believed this to be the most imposing.

The four corner towers of the citadel, with their steeple-like roofs, soared above the stronghold’s

more blocky towers and the numerous turrets set at regular intervals around the walls of the castle

itself. The central cone still had its slate tiles on it.

The tiles wore their scars proudly, even though their edges had seen better days. Regardless, they

still kept the main hall of the citadel dry.

I made one more sweep around the stone structures, then straightened toward the metropolis we

had detected and sent the flyer speeding toward my meeting with the Clan Leaders of the city.

I smiled as I flew the flyer toward the city.

I couldn’t help it. Excitement fueled me as I flew. I had stepped up a notch in Vlad’s confidence.

Usually, our envoys were vampires, trained in diplomacy. In the fifteen years of Tordun shifting

dimensions, each had taken their envoy duties seriously. Each had eventually failed to return. I grinned.

I was invincible — what had happened to them wouldn’t happen to me. I didn’t even dwell on the fact

that this was my first diplomatic mission alone.

We had followed protocol, sending out a greeting on as many frequencies as we could find once

we’d arrived in this dimension. Just like we always did. We had to establish diplomatic relations

quickly so that we could set up trade agreements. We needed trade agreements to rebuild supplies to

continue traveling. Our destination was always our home dimension. Vlad continually worried about

the garrison we had left behind. For a moment, my mind showed me the sickening rolling ground that

our first shift had caused, and I shuddered. Just a few streets away, and Tig and I would have been



orphans, growing up with strangers. I shook myself and focused on flying. This wasn’t getting the job

done.

I contemplated, instead, the lack of contact with this dimension. Our sensors had shown us a large

modern city nearby, but our communiqués had gone unanswered. I was going in blind.

“Just be aware — vampires will surround you if my senses read this city. Be confident, and they

will respect you. You have my word,” Vlad had told me before I had headed for the flyer. Again, I

mentally shook myself. I had taken on the role of Battlemaster a year ago after Chendour, my

predecessor, was taken out in a firefight. I had all the skills I needed as an envoy. The last envoy had

been a vampire and claimed by the last Clan Leader we approached. That was five dimensions ago, and

we were running low on refined and processed supplies—raw ore we had in abundance. Livestock was

starting to overrun their paddocks, but that’s why we wanted trade agreements — to trade ore and

livestock for other supplies that were needed, such as fuel and ammunition for the fighters.

I was not going to let Vlad down. He showed trust in me, and that trust fed my confidence in

following his orders, and I swept my flyer through the mountains separating Tordun from their city.

A flight of fighter aircraft swept up from within the new stronghold’s perimeter, just as we had

expected, and they lined up as an escort as I approached the city. One craft flew beside me for a short

time, and its pilot gestured for me to follow them. Once I signaled my compliance, he flew to the front

of the formation, and the rest of the flight formed up around me, escorting me past the perimeter and

into the airspace of the metropolitan area.

We flew through the towering glass and steel canyons to their defense base. I wasn’t surprised by

the escort; I had expected this response. I would have done the same had I detected a strange fighter

entering our airspace. However, Vlad had insisted that I come in person to the Clan Leaders after

electronic means of communication had failed, and I would comply.

We landed, and I noted the cannons aimed at my fighter as I climbed down the ladder attached to

the side of the fuselage. I was standing in the middle of the escort formation on the designated landing



field, and I nodded my approval. I would have ordered the same precautions had the situation been

reversed. I looked up and watched as some of the aircraft circled above, noting that not all had landed

with us.

The lead pilot approached with four armed soldiers and introduced himself. “I am Captain Xavier.

You have illegally entered the airspace of Pandella. I have orders to take you to our Clan Leader.”

I bowed. “Thank you. I am on a peaceful mission. I am Battlemaster Troy of the Stronghold

Tordun, and it is your Clan Leaders I must speak with.”

“You will. Follow me.” Crisply, he spun on his heel and moved toward a ground car. I followed as

the team drew up around me.

We got into the back seat of the ground car, and I watched out the windows as the vehicle left the

base, returning to those steel and glass towers we had flown between on our approach to the military

base. Xavier’s silent superiority attitude kept me quiet, and I held all my questions for their Lord. I

hadn’t been in a ground car much since we’d started on our unexpected journey through dimensions.

We emerged from the crystalline forest of skyscrapers into a large plaza set in front of a citadel,

which stood as a monument to ancient architecture. I stared at it, a typical structure for the Great Lords.

They had a style of their own.

The style seemed similar no matter how many dimensions we visited. If there was a clan leader

there, they had a citadel that showed its age. It was like they couldn’t leave their history behind and

advance with the city. Vlad’s tastes were no different.

We pulled up at the base of a long flight of broad steps leading up to the citadel entrance. I stared

up past the twenty or so steps to the twin polished wooden doors at the top as I got out of the car with

Xavier. An unobtrusive surveillance monitor sat in the upper corner and watched as I climbed the stairs

adding to my sudden feeling of unease. Morning sunlight glinted off the steel strips reinforcing the

doors, adding to their majesty and pulling my eyes to their rounded tops, which formed two sides of a

closed archway.



A second commanding officer exited the castle and approached Xavier and me, his insignia

declaring his status as Battlemaster and drawing my attention as he approached. “Captain Xavier, is

this the intruder?”

“Yes, sir. As ordered, I present him to you. He is Battlemaster Troy and says he’s on a peaceful

mission.”

“Do you believe him?” The newcomer asked officiously.

“It is not in my orders to believe him or not, sir. I was given the task of escorting him here only.”

“Very well. I will take responsibility from here. Dismissed.”

“Yes, sir.” Xavier saluted his superior, then spun on his heel and retreated to the ground car,

leaving me with the Battlemaster.

“So,” he began, gesturing for me to enter the citadel with him, “you’re on a peaceful mission.”

“Yes. My name is Troy, and I am a peaceful emissary—”

“In a fighter?”

“Fighters are all we have left. I was unarmed — surely you saw that?”

“Yes, we did. Moreover, that was what stopped us from shooting you down. However, where is

your escort?”

As we walked, I glanced at him sideways. “I am more than capable of speaking to your Clan

Leaders alone.”

His smile indicated that he might be relaxing just a little. “My Lord likes confident people, but he

may look on a lack of escort as an insult. Nevertheless, no matter, Lord Pierce has given orders for you

to be presented to him. Just wait in here,” he gestured for me to enter a room. “He will be here

momentarily,” he added, shutting the door.

I stared at the closed door as my heart rate increased, and trepidation washed over me as I took in

the fact that my only escape had been cut off. I was always uneasy when stuck somewhere with no

exits, so I looked more closely at the windows. They were high and narrow, so they couldn’t help.



There were no other escape routes except for the large window next to the dais at the chamber’s far

end. Then I shook myself. I was on a diplomatic mission, not a covert one. Diplomats didn’t need

escape routes. This Lord Pierce couldn’t be that much different from Vlad. I just needed to read him

accurately; I told myself as I concentrated on slowing my heart rate.

I then focused my attention on the brightly colored frescoes that covered the walls and even the

high vaulted ceiling. They depicted battles with fantastical beasts, and in centuries past, they would

have instilled awe and inspiration in the defense forces. I smiled sardonically at the archaic fighting

stances and medieval weapons portrayed.

As I contemplated the intricate decorations, an almost hidden door in the wall to the rear of the

room opened, and a tall, slender man made his way past the two ornate thrones occupying the dais to

approach me. His long silver hair fanned slightly in the breeze his long strides caused, and I took in his

contemporary clothes. This had to be Pierce.

“I hear you are a peace envoy.” His words were sharp, and their utterance, coupled with his

power, stilled my body and voice. He stared at me, assessing me as he would stock, while he walked

around me. “Yet you are wearing a military dress uniform, and you flew a fighter in without a peace

escort. How am I supposed to believe what you say?” As he came to a halt before me, he released my

vocal cords.

“I am a peace envoy. We have no other aircraft left. We removed all ammunition from the fighter

to ensure I was unarmed. Please believe me — the only reason I came here was to establish a trade

agreement. We do not want a war.”

“You do not want a war. Why didn’t your master come himself if he doesn’t want a war? Why did

he send his Battlemaster?”

“Because he trusts me.”

He smiled contemptuously. “He trusts you. He trusts a human.” He shook his head with a chuckle.

“Well, he shall soon see that his trust was misplaced. You will take on the duties of a child care expert



we are expecting until he arrives. Then you will be mine. That should teach your master to trust

humans. Wait here. Alex will be along soon, and she will instruct you. Welcome to Castle Pandella,”

he added with a sneer of sarcasm.

Anger surged through me as he swept from the room, leaving me still motionless.

I had seen Vlad impose his power on other humans and vampires — all of whom had displeased

him, but he had never used it on me. I had been with him as he evaluated humans traded to us in

exchange for ore from deserted dimensions as though they were livestock, but I had not experienced

the indignity of such appraisal until now. I had just experienced firsthand their disdain of humans.

Anger and anxiousness warred for supremacy in my mind.

A woman, whom I assumed was Alex, entered through the same door Pierce had just exited. She

was tall, fair-skinned, and slender, and her long dark hair wound partly around her head before

cascading down her back to her waist. She wore a dress of rich deep violet brocade in a centuries’ old

style. Pierce had worn a more modern style, but they had history to choose from. The human concept of

fashion had no meaning for them. However, I wondered if she was the elder or if he preferred a more

contemporary image. A servant followed her into the room, carrying a bundle of clothes.

“Well, you may not be whom we are expecting, but my husband has told me I have temporary

control over you. Now let me see if you have the experience I am looking for.”

She placed a hand on either side of my head and drew my eyes to hers. An invisible charge of

electricity flashed from her eyes to mine, setting every nerve in my body alight. An eternity flew by as

I experienced more electrical charges skittering along my neural pathways and ripping through my

mind before she released me, a puzzled expression on her face. I fell to my hands and knees, exhausted.

“Well, you are an interesting subject. I’ll just have to see how you go. Now stand and strip. I have

a uniform for you to get into.”

I followed her instructions, Pierce’s orders still ringing in my mind, and stripped to bare skin. As I

removed my last garment, she stopped me, walking around me. 



“Hmm. I like what I see. When our expert arrives, I think I’ll place you with my breeders. I have a

couple of them almost ready, and I know good stock when I see it. Continue.”

Heat rose and swamped my face as anger and humiliation battled for dominance. I dressed in the

soft material of the uniform she had provided, putting on the soft shoes as she uttered her final

instructions. 

“The boy, Patrice, has not yet manifested and likes to play. You will entertain him as you see fit,

and you may provide him with gentle instruction. The girl, Yacinta, has manifested and is at the

experimental age. You will not instruct her. Now follow me. Patrice is in the rooms, but Yacinta is

elsewhere. You will meet her if she decides to return.”

I seethed within, having no choice but to follow her as she swept from the room. I despised her

demeaning treatment of me and vowed to discuss Vlad’s appraisal practice when I got back — if I got

back. First, I had to free myself. Moreover, get back my ability to speak.

We passed innumerable doors and traversed a maze of passages until we eventually came to a set

of double doors on one side of the wall. A short corridor showed upon their opening, and at the end

were two open doors, one on either side. Alex headed to the door on the right, giving me little chance

to do more than glimpse into the other room as we neared the doors. That glance showed me the room

of a rebellious young woman. The stone walls were already dark, but the room had been painted

entirely black. Strange. All of Vlad’s citadel walls were the color of natural stone except for the

infirmary’s sterile white. This room belonged to the absent Yacinta.

Then we swept into the other room.

Out of habit, I noted the contents of the room we entered. To the door’s right, a bed hugged the

wall and across from that to the left was a window framed on its left by a desk and on its right by a

bookcase. A chair sat at the desk with another chair under the window. 

Toy soldiers were scattered on the window frame, and a model of an armored personnel vehicle

sat on one of the bookshelves.



Toy animals from farm sets were piled up in a jumble on the desk. The curtains were shades of

brown and green with an agricultural theme. At the far end, the wall held a stand-alone wardrobe with

the clan coat of arms engraved into it, standing between the desk and the bed.

The floor had been tidied except where Patrice sat playing with more toy soldiers, and I brought

my attention back to him as he looked up when we came in. His hair was dark like his mother’s, and he

looked to be about ten years old. His maid paused as we sailed into the room, and I moved forward at

Alex’s unspoken command.

“Patrice, this one is temporary. You will treat him with respect as your father has plans for him

when your permanent companion gets here. Make sure your sister knows that he is your father’s

property and is not to be harmed.”

“Oh, Mama! A new companion! You are so kind to us!” His brown eyes lit up as he grinned in

delight, the freckles scattered over his face rearranging themselves to fit his smile. He sprang to his feet

and, taking me by the hand, drew me farther into the room. 

His mother smiled indulgently at him as she left the room, slamming the door behind her. I turned

as the sound echoed in the pit of my stomach, its ring of finality sending a cold shiver up my spine.

Life as I had known it was now over.

Alex had fully released me from her power as she closed the door, and immediately I went to the

window in the room, gazing out of it at the ground some distance below. I had tried to keep track of our

progress through the castle and estimated that we had circled halfway around the fortress and that we

were now on the far side from the entranceway.

I did not recall moving upwards, but the view from the window showed a side my escort had not

traversed when approaching the citadel. I could see where the hillside dropped significantly below this

side of the fortress, making it appear as though we were much higher than the entry hall and audience

chamber. Golden sparkles of sunlight reflected off the rippling water of a gently flowing river at the

bottom of the hill, with the ground on the other side rising sharply. As I stood there staring out in



dismay, the maid approached me.

“You’re with us now. There’s no point in looking backward. Your future is here.”

I turned to face her. “They have no idea what they’ve done. War will ensue if I don’t return.”

She gave a soft chuckle. “I’ve never heard of a Clan Leader who would start a war over a human.

This is your life now.”

She returned to work, and I thought about what she had said. She didn’t know the value Vlad

placed on me, and I pondered on whether he really would go to such lengths to get me back. I turned

back to watching the lives of those outside the citadel when something round and hard hit me in the leg,

and I pivoted to see Patrice holding a sling. I glared at him in a fury, and, in the manner of small boys,

he poked his tongue out and pulled a face. I snarled and reached out to grab him when I remembered

what their race meant by “gentle instruction.” I forced myself to smile, biting my tongue as I did so. I

sighed and moved over to him, gently removing the sling from his limp hands as he sat there, mouth

agape in shock, presumably at seeing my sudden change in manner.

Patrice and I sat on the floor talking and sorting out his toys when I came across one with a claw

which could be opened and closed with a trigger. Smiling to myself, I reached across and manipulated

the mechanism, grabbing a small pinch of his clothing and pulling on it. He turned to me, scowling, and

as I released the claw, I tickled him under the arm, and he began to giggle.

When I stopped, he launched himself at me, his weight throwing me onto my back. I kept tickling

him with the tips of my fingers as he punched me lightly with his little fists, his cackles of laughter

rising with every punch, my laughter mingling with his.

He caught his breath, panting as we both lay on the floor, worn out. I picked him up without

protest and put him to bed with the maid’s help. His eyes were struggling to remain open as I sat on the

bed beside him.

“Tell me a story,” he suddenly demanded.

“I don’t know any.”



“You must do it. You’re new to the castle. I haven’t seen you before, so you’re a stranger. Tell me

about where you come from.” His petulant tone signified he had no intention of leaving it alone until I

complied, and I sighed deeply.

“I come from a city much like this, but we left it behind.”

“You did? Why?”

I smiled slightly and shook my head. “I don’t know why. Okay, I’ve got a story for you. It was a

cold night when Nicholas sat at the top of his hill, his sheep ranged in the meadow below...” The story

went on about how a wolf attacked. Halfway through the telling, embellished with all the gruesome

descriptions that little boys loved so much, his head rolled to one side, and the maid smiled at me. I left

Patrice and helped her tidy the rest of the room, then pulled a chair across to the window, again gazing

longingly out at a life similar to what I had lost through Pierce’s arrogance. I watched the people on the

ground darting around as they followed their lives, and the maid joined me.

“How long will he sleep?” I asked her, my eyes still fixed on the outside world.

“Oh, probably half an hour. I’d be surprised if it were more. You have a natural gift with little

boys.”

I turned my head to look at her. “It helps to have been one. Also, I have a friend with younger

brothers.”

“Ah, experience.” She paused, staring at a life she also would never know, before speaking again.

“Look at them, frantically going about their lives, the worry of their next meal on their shoulders.”

I returned to staring out the window. “At least they’re free to have those worries.”

“But we don’t have to worry about where our meals are coming from and how fresh the food will

be.”

“No, we don’t. But we don’t have the freedom to decide for ourselves.”

“Would you say they do? They have jobs or businesses — wouldn’t you say they’re at the whims

of their customers or employers?”



My eyebrows rose as I considered her words. I didn’t think of myself as a slave to Vlad, but I still

did as he told me. “Yes, but they have a choice not to be at those whims.” I paused before adding. “We

could go on like this for a long time.”

She smiled a sad smile. “I guess we’ll have to agree to disagree.”

I returned the smile. “I guess we will.”

Several hours later, I stiffened under power once more. Patrice looked up and stared at me as I

lifted my head against my own will; my attention focused on an entirely different person.

She looked to be in her early teen years — her clothes dark and her manner rebellious.

Apparently, the missing Yacinta had returned. Her clothes were a mix of blacks, whites, deep violets,

and darker blues, and her black knee-high boots had nearly impossibly high heels. Her long black hair

floated like a cloud around her head, as though it had been caught in a massive static electric charge

and frozen in that manner. Her eyes were highlighted by dark makeup, her face a ghastly white with

more makeup, and her lips a deep, deep violet, finishing the eerie appearance.

She stared at me as she entered the room, shooing Patrice into her room and shutting the door on

him before approaching me. His shrieks of defiance were unmistakable, and I finally heard them

change to sobbing cries. The maid had disappeared.

Yacinta circled me as I knelt there, appraisal on her face. I seethed with inert rage, for her

inspection did not cause embarrassment like Alex’s had, but fury that a child would play the role of a

powerful woman. Ire and disgust fought for dominance within me at her attitude.

I stripped to my waist at her unspoken command, and her hands reached for my chest when she

moved closer. She ran her fingertips up and over my shoulders. I closed my eyes against the line of fire

those fingertips created. Her hair tickled the back of my neck as she slipped around behind, leaning

closer to me. Her tongue touched the side of my neck very lightly, lighting up the nerves in the joint

between neck and shoulder, setting them on fire. I sucked in a breath in reaction. Inevitably I leaned my

head to one side, stretching my neck for her indulgence. Her fangs touched the sensitive skin, setting



my entire body aflame. 

Frustration emanated from her as her fangs withdrew. Her emotions were foremost in my mind,

and I wondered if their intensity affected what I experienced. I had sensed nothing from either Pierce or

Alex whilst under their power. She stormed around to the front and glared at me whilst lifting her wrist

to her mouth and biting open the vein. Standing over me, she compelled me to drink her blood when

she thrust the wrist before me.

Before I could open my mouth, the door flung violently open, interrupting the moment, and Pierce

strode into the room. He released me from her power into his own and grabbed her wrist, forcing it

away from me. Their argument raged for a long moment before she stormed away from him, sucking

on her own wrist as she flung herself into the room where she had banished Patrice, and slammed the

door shut, leaving her sire standing over me, glaring at me where I knelt.

After a long moment, he broke the silence.

“We’ve received another envoy. He claims he’s from a new clan and that he’s been sent to find

you, which means they hold you valuable. Such value indicates that you are held in higher regard than

a mere Battlemaster commands, which feathers my curiosity. Why would a Clan Leader put so much

trust in a human such as you?”

He began pacing around me as I had seen Vlad do to others. “I believe you know something

sensitive about this Clan Leader, something that has prevented you from receiving the pleasures we can

give you.” He stopped pacing. “I am a curious man, and I want to know all about your clan and its

leader. You are going to give me that information. So get dressed and come with me.”

Barely giving me enough time to grab the garment I had removed, he swirled out of the room,

exerting pressure on me to follow him.
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